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An understanding of any subject involve study. The study of
the jean/fashion industry in Hong kong like the study of all
subjects, begin with fundamentals. The fundamental touches with
many different bodies of knowledge, including psychology,
marketing concepts, history of the industry and statistics.
This report concentrates on the following:
1. Overview of the jean/fashion industry in Hong Kong.
How it begins, and how it disseminates.
2. The marketing mix of thid industry including market
environment, market potential, competition, products,
promotions, pricing and oversea opportunities etc.
3. The history of Sparkle and how it performed in the last
few years.
4. Recommendations to Sparkle as regards marketing and
production improvements.
This report offers a basic and thorough discussion of the
trend in the jean/fashion industry in Hong Kong, with
concentration on the marketing side. It is essential for those
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report. Thanks go to those jean/fashion manufacturers and
retailers who so generously shared their valuable and pertinent
information and experience. Special thanks go to people who
filled up the questionaires. Their enthusiastic response and
interest provided the incentive needed to complete this report.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCT ION
The fashion industry in Hong Kong can be dated back to the
1970s. The heyday and success of jeans industry in 1973 has
encouraged the local manufacturers to sell fashions in Hong Kong
aggressively. Now systematic marketing management within the
manufacturing and retailing segments of the business becomes
strongly realised. Effective performance must rest on the
integration within the marketing mix of more rigorous consumer
information. In addition, it has become increasingly apparent
that the more traditional ways of defining consumer markets-- by
size, price, age, etc----no longer are adequate and must now be
supplemented or in some cases replaced by other more qualitative
measures relating directly to consumer life styles.
The increase in discretionary income and the higher
education level of the consumers are among the changes, which,
along with inflationary pressures, have forced the management of
both manufacturing and retailing concerns to become more
marketing oriented.
Across the colony marketing managers are being appointed by
apparel companies and retail stores with responsibilities of
determining their organizations' target market, of designing
products and stores to suit their markets, and of devising
advertising and sales efforts to reach this market effectively.
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These new marketing managers require an adequate flow of
information on which to plan, administer and evaluate their
marketing mix as well as the knowledge and skill to specify the
information they need.
There appears difficulties that encounter the local fashion
manufacturers on one hand, and there are also opportunities for
local manufacturers to grow and expand on the other hand. It may
be disagreed on a unique examination to measure the success of a
fashion company in Hong Kong. But it is all agreed that the
success is built on sales and marketing. They are the blood of a
company. Without sales, there is no need to have any department
at all.
In this report, the writer is taking the role of a research
company concentrating on doing a market survey of the
jeans /fashions industry in Hong Kong. The detail of the survey
will be discussed in the next chapter--Methodology. The writer
is also going to evaluate the existing performance of a local
brand called Sparkle, pointing out its strength and weakness
concerning sales, marketing and production. Finally the findings
in the market survey would be utilized to make recommendations to
Sparkle in order to improve its sales, marketing, and production
programs. The ultimate goal is to urge Sparkle to do sales and
marketing programs in a professional way, hence a handsome profit
will be rewarded in the forthcoming future.
CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY
The methodology for this research is relatively simple.
First of all, the writer is to draw an overview of the man's
fashion industry in Hong Kong. Then he needs to diagnose the
market environment, competition environment, and other marketing
mix of the fashion industry in Hong Kong. Most information for
the analysis are collected by library research, questionaires and
interviewing responsible persons of the fashion manufacturers and
retailers.
Library Research
In this stage, the writer spots at collecting background
information of the industry and relevant statistics for
analytical purposes. Moreover the ideas in formulating the
framework of the survey are also coming from library research.
The aspiration on setting the questionaires and interviewing




A set of questions are prepared for testing the awareness of
brands, effectiveness of advertising and marketing segmentations
etc. The questionaires were distributed to samples from different
segments of Hong Kong.
Interviews
Responsible persons of several local fashion manufacturers
were being interviewed. The objectives for the interviews are to
collect more information concerning the practice of marketing and
production in these companies. Moreover their perspectives on the
market were also explored in order to help the writer make better
understanding on the dynamic situation of the market. The writer
also aimed at getting more information on their strategies with
respect to marketing, production and oversea business. More
emphasis were paid on evaluating their business in their own
retail outlets, department store counters, jean shops and oversea
markets.









Besides making interviews with the manufacture companies,
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several jeans shops had also been interviewed in order to know
more on the function that jean shops perform in the market. Much
emphasis had been paid on their criteria on selecting their brand
mix and product mix as well as the display and window dressing.
The interviewing questions and the questionaire will be
presented in the Appendices of this report.
After the research and analysis of the whole market
environment in Hong Kong, the concentration would be on the study
of Sparkle. First of all, a brief history of Sparkle and its
existing performance will be revealed. After getting sufficient
information on the production and marketing activities of
Sparkle, the findings of the market survey would be used to give
recommendations to Sparkle, in order to improve its marketing
position in the future.
CHAPTER III
OVERVIEW OF THE JEAN/FASHION INDUSTRY IN HONG KONG
The development of Fashion Market
1960s Jeans Industry began
1970s Acceptance of jeans in Hong Kong
1973-75 Peak years of jeans
Fashion industry began1970s (late,
The fashion/apparel industry in Hong Kong can be dated back
to the 1970s. The heyday and success of jeans industry in 1973
encourages the local manufacturers to sell fashions in Hong kong
aggressively. Now the fashion industry has been fully developed
in Hong Kong, in terms of marketing, the product has reached its
maturity stage now in Hong Kong.
Now let us look back what the fashion industry has been
evolved from the beginning of the sixties. Generally speaking,
the jeans industry can be regarded as the father of the fashion
industry. Jeans had its first appearance in Hong Kong in the
sixties. It is safe to say that jeans has been generally accepted
by the Hong Kong people and thus created a large demand for it.
At that time, there were a few brands in the market and thus not
much competition among them. Retailers sold jeans usually
regardless their brands. Because of the big profit margin, new
comers with new brand names then came into the market. Roughly,
the market could be divided into two: foreign brands and local
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brands. The success of jeans industry has encouraged many local
brands to diversify their products in fashion garments, sport
wears, casual wears and fashion related items.
Nowadays, the jeans marketers are marketing jeans with
fashion. For example, Texwood sell casual wears and Brittania
sells fashions in Hong Kong. After interviewing several
jeans/fashion retailers, it was found that retailers have become
more professional in brand selection and in their management.
They usually would have a brand mix that contains some major
brands. That is to say, retailers only want to carry brands'
products with advertising support. On the consumer side,
consumers are also more knowledgable on fashions. They are more
selective in terms of choosing fabric, style, color and brands.
CHAPTER IV
MARKETING MIX OF THE INDUSTRY
After the brief overview of the industry in Hong Kong, it is
time to diagnose the marketing mix of the fashion market in Hong
Knnu.
Market Environment
In the local market, numerous brands with diversified
products are competing with each other in the industry. Now the
industry can be roughly divided into two main catagories i.e.
jeans and fashions. However many brands are marketing jeans with
fashion now. For example, Texwood, Brittania and Bangbang sell
fashions as well as jeans. Moreover each of them has diversified
products of different styles and images appealing to different
target customers. Another important aspect of the jean/fashion
market is that it is affected by seasonality fluctuation. That is
to say, there are two seasons of the products. Summer and Winter
sessions constitute a total beriod of about eight months.
9In order to get a clearer picture of the market, the writer
is going to list the important participants in the market in the
following way.




















* they are licensees with a lot of restrictions on Styles, Fabrics
as well as pricing etc.
As regards styles, the various brands can be basically
divided into four main types, i. e. Basic, European, American and
Japanese. For example, Dors, Snoopy and Hang Ten are basic;
Sparkle and Giogio Armani are European Levis, Lee and Lawman are
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American while Brittania, Reno and Flying Circus are Japanese.
Market Potential
It is observed that most of the local consumers purchasing
fashions are from the age group of 15-34. Besides local
consumers, tourists are also heavy buyers on clothing. In 1982,
the total spending on clothing for tourists is estimated to be
HK$ 60,60,000,000. Now the total available market in Hong Kong
can be presented in the following table.
Age Group No. of Persons Per Spending Total(Per Annum)
0 -4 HK$ 100422, 000 HK$ 42, 200, 000
5-9 4133,000 200 82, 600$000
10-14 435,000 300 130$500,1000
15-19 541,000 500 270.$5001000
2 0-2 4 608,000 700 425,600,000
2 5-2 9 527,000 700 368, 900, 000
3 0-3 4 4431000 300 132,900,000
1, 453, 2002 000
Tourists: 2,301,473 Total Spending: 606,000,000
HK$2,059,200,000
Note: the above table shows the figures in 1982
Besides the local market, the oversea market is also very
great. In 1982, the total export for garment is HK$ 27,200
millions. Last year, the total figure was over HK$ 41,000
millions. Therefore the potential for oversea markets is much
greater than that of the local market.
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Competitior
As seen before, there are numerous brands competing with
each other in the industry. The major brands are Texwood, Levis,
Lawman, DQJ, Brittania and Crocodile. The market is dominated by
male buyers. Thus almost all efforts are used in marketing the
products in the male segment.
In terms of sales volume, Crocodile, Texwood and
Yangtzekiang's group are the largest manufacturers and sellers in
the local market. For the past few years, Texwood remains the
market leader having highest market share. However, owing to the
keen competition, it cannot dominate the market and has only 7-10
market share each year. Besides the major groups, there are a
lot of new brands making aggressive inroad in the market already
in these few years, e.g. Bangbang and Sparkle.
Product
In the market there are diversified products appealing to
different customers. However there are not much product
differentiation in the actual sense. It is discovered that what
the customers percieve is just psychological differentiation on
brands. Some brands may be differentiated by diversifying their
product lines to casual wear, T-shirts, pants, sport wears and
shorts. Moreover some manufacturers and distributors diversify
their product lines not in terms of variety of the product lines
but complete different brands. For example, Texwood markets
Apple, Jive, Jive-Jaks and Hurrah. Yangtzekiang markets
Wrangler, Arnold Palmer, Michel rene, Hang Ten, Flying Circus,
Daniel Hecter, Sahara------and the etc. In general, the products
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among different brands do not differentiate much from each other,
but changes in style, fabrics and color create some psychological
differences among products. Perceived psychological difference is
generated by creating brand image.
Promotion
In order to create a brand image, heavy advertisement and
promotion are needed. Usually, mass media are used to create and
sustain brand image and brand awareness. Press advertising and
point of sale material are also important as the means of
promotion. Brands with heavy promotion include Texwood, Levis,
DQJ and Lawman. For these several brands, millions of dollars are
spent in the local market. Take Dorman International as an
example, Dorman spent over one million dollars for a month, in
November 1982 in its advertising.
Pricing
Price of jeans and fashions have been increasing year by
year. From the interviewing results with the major local
manufacturers, it is estimated that every year there is an
increase of about 15% in the price of jeans and fashions.
However it seems that price alone is not an important factor in
the sales of the products, i.e. demand is price inelastic.
Established brands with good brand image usually have a higher
price. Hong Kong People seem to relate with the brand image and a
good brand just cannot charge a low price. This is the mentality
of the consumers in Hong Kong. the market can be categorized into
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three segments: high, medium and low. Levis, Sparkle are
positioned in the high price local fashion market. DQJ and
Wrangler are positioned in the medium price market. Lawman is
positioned in the low price market.
Distribution
Distribution of jeans and fashions to the customers is
through four types of outlets: specialized stores owned by
distributors general clothing stores department stores and
hawker stalls.
In Hong Kong there are about 300-400 stores which are just
selling fashions. They are the traditional clothing stores. A new
trend in the distribution system is that most of the specialized
stores owned by fashion distributors and manufacturers have been
increasing and becoming the most effective sales outlet.
Brittania has 14 shops and Crocodile is running a lot of its own
retail outlets. In April this year, Crocodile openned three more
new shops in order to expand its existing retail network, making
a total of 28 shops.
Department Store Business
Department Store business is a big business for all consumer
products. The importances of department store business can be
summarized as follows:
1) a big sales outlet for all consumer products.
2) a good place for product promotions and publicity.
3) a buying place for consumers from all walks of live.
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Thus a lot of consumer products companies are working very
hard to enlist all major department stores in their distribution
network. After observing the importances of major department
stores, every brand of fashions should not miss to establish a
branch or a counter in major department store chains. Moreover,
if there is not a sales counter found in major department stores,
consumers may think that the brand of fashion is not a major
brand and a negative feeling will be developed.
Undoubtedly there are many department stores in Hong Kong.
However there are only a few of them are good outlets for fashion
products. The kind of good department stores that referred to
should be large both in scales and physical size. Moreover they
need to be located in easily visited areas. A list of large
department stores is listed below:
1) Isetan
2) Daimaru
3) The Wing On
4) Sincere
5) Shui Hing







The results for the interviews with the fashion sellers
gives the writer some insight on evaluating the most effective
selling outlet in department store counters. The market
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leader-Texwood has a lot of sales counters in nearly every large
department stores. They are much appreciated in revealing the
sales business in each of the sales counter in those department
stores. The result can be presented in the following.







5Wing On Central (2%)
63%Me if o oWing On
71%MongkokSincere
8Da Da Tsuen Wan (4%)
91%North PointNumber One
10Kwun TongNumber One (12%)
Therefore in terms of profitability and sales volume,
Mongkok Da Da and Mongkok Number One are the best. The above
figures can help fashion sellers to choose their best department
store outlets as well as other marketing strategies relating to
department store business.
Oversea Business Development
How big is the oversea market? To examine the size of the
oversea market, it is necessary to look at the export values of
Hong Kong clothing export. Hong Kong's total exports were over
HK$ 41,000 millions in 1983.
Hong Kong is emerging as one of the biggest exporters of
Yaumati
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ready-made garments in the world. But in this age of cut-throat
rag trade competition and as cheap labour no longer exists,
producing exporting ready-made apparel is not enough. It is time
for Hong Kong to reshape its clothing industry and plunge deeper
into the heart of the matter- that of a fashion centre. Hong Kong
has been recognised by oversea buyers as one of the top fashion
centres right after Paris, Milan, London, New York and Tokyo.
Most of the local manufacturers and distributors of the
garment/ fashion industry are developing oversea markets. From
the interviewing results with the local manufacturers, it is
obvious that Asian market will be the first one to explore or has
been explored. Thus, it is seen that DQJ, Texwood and Bangbang
and other major brands are doing pretty successful in Singapore,
Malaysia and other Asian countries. Some of them are also doing
successful business development in USA and Europe. So far,
Yantzekiang is doing most successfully in Europe and Texwood's
jeans are selling well in USA.
Of course the oversea market is enormous, but, the oversea
market is by no means easy to handle. Quota, import restriction,
tariff and import duty are the common barriers that hinder Hong
Kong made garments and fashions entering in oversea countries.
For example the import tax for garments is very high, i. e. about
50%, in Malaysia. Hence many local fashion manufacturers have
distributors in Singapore and then re-export the imported
fashions to the neighbouring countries such as Malaysia and
Indonesia etc.
Nonetheless, the oversea market is rewarding and prosperous.
It is absolutely worthwhile to develop business there. Hong Kong
fashions manufacturers are enjoying a better position than that
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of their counterparts in Japan. Solely, this is due to the price
factor- production cost. Hong Kong fashions are very similar to
the Japanese fashions but Hong Kong can offer a cheaper price as
compared with the Japanese. Thus Hong Kong made garments and
fashions become a popular product in the Asian market. It is
obvious that Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand and Indonesia are
looking for Hong Kong Garments and fashions.
The following are the vital statistics in the Asian market:-
GNP per CapitaPopulation(M,Country Area(KMsq)
Hong Kong 1050 5.07 US $3320
2.43 3708616Singapore







As observed in the above statistics, Singapore is a
wealthier country than all the South East Asian countries.
Singopore enjoys a 15% higher income than Hong Kong. Singapore
merchants import fashions from Hong Kong and then re-export them
to Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Sri Lanka and India. Hence, as
revealed by most local fashion manufacturers, they concentrate on
establishing business lines with Singapore. Either they have
their own distributors in Singapore or they have licensees in
Singapore.
USA, European, and Canadian markets are more attractive than
the South Asian market, because they have a higher purchasing
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power. However, they are not easy to handle. The consumers are
more educated and demanding, therefore, a very sophisticated
sales and marketing plan is needed. Because it is very expensive
to establish a sales and marketing office there. Besides it is
not easy to market the products among all European market by most
local manufacturers because of the huge territory. Therefore most
of them appoint distributors to handle the European, USA and
Canadian markets. So far Yantzekiang is doing successfully in
Europe and Texwood is selling well in USA.
CHAPTER V
SPARKLE
A local new comer in the jean/fashion industry,'Sparkle' is
used as the studying object. The history as well as its existing
performance, strength and weakness, etc were studied. Then the
results obtained from the market survey were utilised to make
recommendations to Sparkle in order to help it have more
professional marketing and production programs.
History of Sparkle
JR Sparkle Trading Company Limited was established in Hong
Kong in summer 1981. Its products first appeared in the local
market in winter that year. It is formed by several partners who
originally were tailors. They came into the business because of
the following reasons.
1. They were experts in designing fashions.
2. They perceived big profit margin in the business.
3. They have their own manufacturing arm.
At the same time when they established Sparkle Trading, they
also established their production arm i.e. Take World Limited. At
the beginning, they only concentrated on a brand 'Sparkle' with
European Style. The major market was the local market. Their main
business was wholesale business with the fashion retailers and
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other jean shops. Later they started setting sales counters in
several department stores. Now they have retail outlets of their
own.
As regarding their products, they have production
segmentation as well as brand diversification. The first brand
Sparkle is appealing to people of the middle level. In 1982, new
brands were established, i.e. Gorani, Bossini, Allegro and Kido.
Sparkle is produced in large quatities with basic styles. It is
appealing to the middle level. That is to say Sparkle is of lower
price range to compete with closed competitors such as Brittania
and Reno.
Allegro, Bossini and Gorani are new brand mix with higher
price range. They are elegant brands appealing to the middle to
upper levels with greater consumption power.
Kido is a brand for children wear. It is of fancy styles. It
is appealing to the middle level. The sales for Kido was about 10
percent of the total sales in 1983.
In conclusion the development trend of Sparkle can be
summarized in the following tables.
1. Outlets
1981 1982 1983 1984
Jean Shop Jean Shop Jean Shop Own Retail Shop
100% 70% 40% 100%





1981 1982 1983 1984
Sparkle Sparkle Sparkle Sparkle




Sparkle has a brand mix appealing to nearly all the people
in Hong Kong. It has its own production arm with professional
designers. Moreover the production arm of its own enables
flexibility in producing different kinds and styles of products.
The sales in the past few years has been increasing steadily
although the competition is so keen. The financial structure of
the company is very sound. It is revealed by one of the partners
that Sparkle has good potential in oversea business development
since they have established connections with several oversea
buyers.
Weakness of Sparkle
Since Sparkle is a new comer in the industry, its brand
image has not yet been fully built up in the minds of the
potential customers. Moreover the advertising and promotion
programs of Sparkle are relatively weak among the industry. There
is no advertisement in the TV as well as the newspapers and major
magazines. As revealed by the questionaire survey, the most
effective advertising medium is TV. However Sparkle has not taken
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it into consideration and Sticked to using advertisement in the
billboards in MTR and KCR only. Therefore the brand awareness of
Sparkle is relatively poor. Besides advertising, the other
publicity effort and promotion strategy of Sparkle are also not
good enough to convey sufficient information to the target
markets to build up its own brand image. Besides the problem in
the brand image, as regards wholesale business, the performance
in the wholesale department was not good in the past few years,




Af ter in depth investigating the market environment of the
industry and evaluating the present performance as well as the
intrinsic strength and weakness of Sparkle, it is time to use the
findings of the research to make recommendations to Sparkle in
order to help Sparkle to do marketing and production programs in
a professional way. The recommendations can be categorized into
two main aspects i.e. marketing and production.
Marketing
Promotion and Advertising Strategies
Mass selling is the means to distribute and sell goods to
the end-users. Therefore TV and Radio become the major tools to
accomplish the task of advertising. Every company is very cost
conscious. Thus it is believed that all the advertisement should
be carefully planned, not only because of the cost consideration
but also the potential danger of not reaching the target
customers effectively. The writer recommends a consistent
advertisement feature in all Sparkle's advertisements. Besides,
all advertisements should be directly designed for the
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consumption of the target customers. Simply, Sparkle cannot
afford misusing its resourses in the advertising campaign.
There is no doubt that TV and Radio advertising must be
employed. Sparkle should use about 70 percent of its budget in
TV and Radio advertising. And spots must be carefully selected.
Since Sparkle's objective is to position its products as quality
fashions, it is wasteful to put advertisements in the prime time
for the viewers are not all Sparkle's target consumers. Rather,
Sparkle should select Good Morning Show, Youth programs and the
alike. In such programs, Sparkle is promoted to the white-collars
and the youths. Radio advertisements should be placed in the
music programs and these programs must be listened by the youths.
Magazines are recommended instead of newspapers. Magazines
will create a high impact on the consumers because of its color
pages. Besides, newspapers are just too expensive. Therefore
newspapers advertisements should be kept to the minimun.
Occasionally, Sparkle may select Hong Kong Manager, Hong Kong
Life(Hong Kong Bank Visa Card- holder's publication) and Hong
Kong/Asian Young executive to build up a high class image for
Sparkle's products. Therefore Christmas issues are recommended
for Sparkle's top management's consideration especially for
advertising expensive business suits.
As regards advertising design, the writer strongly
recommends a consistent advertising format for all its
advertisements. The name of Sparkle must be put in the most
attractive position. It helps accumulate equities to Sparkle at a
corporate level. This is not only giving equity to Sparkle in the
local market but will benefit Sparkle in oversea market as well.
So, the advertising design will be featuring Sparkle as a leader
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in style. The logo of Sparkle is the most important feature in
the advertising' design. It is recommended that all Sparkle
letters and correspondences and office papers must bear the
colorful slogan either in the top or in the bottom of offices
papers.
On-spot promotion and road-shows are very important tools to
do publicity. Sparkle should recruit part time models from the
student body to do fashion shows in big shopping centres,
prestigious hotels or restaurants' bars and discos. These places'
patronages are all Sparkle's potential buyers. This tactic is
very popular in USA and advanced countries but only very high
class fashions' distributors can solicit the shopping centres and
hotels/restaurants to allow them to do a fashion show. The writer
strongly recommends Sparkle take the initiative to do this kind
of promotions. Besides, the cost is very low but the publicity is
extremely high. Potential customers see the fashion shows and
then come to Sparkle shopping centres' counters to buy what they
have seen in several minutes later.
Billboards in MTR are good place to advertise. However spot
selection must be very careful especially. Tsimshatsui, Central
and Mongkok are recommended to put on Sparkle's advertisements.
The major focus of this activity is brand awareness and brand
image promotion.
Joint promotion with other consumer product distributors is
perhaps the most effective tool in terms of cost and publicity.
The writer recommends solicit McDonald, Burger King, Mountain
Cream and the alike to do joint promotion with Kido for the
children market. Joint promotion with Christian Dior, Estee
Lauder or the alike should be done for the female market. And
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talk to Diodora, Wilson or the alike to do joint promotion for
Sparkle's casual or sport wears. The commitment is selling to
the above mentioned consumer product distributors at wholeselling
price with Sparkle's goods. In return, Sparkle can enjoy free
advertising from the joint-promoters. And the joint-promoters
shall offer fashion coupons for their buyers in form of lucky
draws.
Similar activities like sponsoring TV and movie makers and
actors and actresses by giving them Sparkle's goods with a
corporate name on the front. In return, it is expected somewhere
in the moive has mentioned Sparkle. It is necessary for Sparkle's
management to make sure that 'Sparkle' is mentioned in any
sponsoring activities. Sparkle is a profit making organization
not a charitable company, thus, no free gifts should be given to
anyone.
Price Strategy
Concerning to the primary marketing objective, much effort
should be used to position Sparkle's fashion as a first or high
class fashions to the target customers. Therefore the pricing
strategies must not be in the lower quartile of the market.
Otherwise it would give a wrong image of cheap stuff to the
target customers. Thus Sparkle should price its products at least
above the average in the market for the elegant brands. However
since the market is divided into lower/middle price and
middle/higher price fashions, Sparkle should also price the brand
'Sparkle' about the average in the market in order to compete for
the middle class customers.
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Distribution
Distribution of fashions to the customers is through four
types of outlets: specialized stores owned by manufacturers or
distributors general clothing stores such as the most famous
jeans shops department stores and hawker stalls.
Since jeans shops are no longer so favorite by the customers
and retail shops owned by manufacturers and distributors are
becoming more popular and regarded as the most effective sales
outlets by most of the manufacturers, Sparkle should follow the
trend of opening more retail shops of their own. It was also
revealed by most manufacturers that dual distribution could lower
the operating cost and hence have higher profit margin. Hence the
writer recommends Sparkle concentrate on distributing its
products through its own retail outlets.
Another important reason that urge Sparkle concentrate on
retail business in the local market is that there was credit
problems on the wholesale business with the traditional jeans
shops. Hence in order to eliminate such credit problem as well as
have a higher profit margin, it is very advisable for Sparkle to
distribute more heavily on its own retail shops. That is to say,
wholesale department should be diminished in the future. Finally
price alternation and goods distribution will be under a better
control in Sparkle's own retail shops or counters.
Once decided to concentrate on distributing through its own
retail shops, the locations for such shops are very important.
The shop locations should be chosen carefully. Densely populated
areas and industrial areas such as Kwun Tong, San Po kong, Tsuen
Wan and Aberdeen should have its own retail shops. Commercial
busy areas such as Mongkok, Yaumati, Tsimshatsui Wanchai,
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Central and Causeway Bay should also have its own retail shops.
As regards styles, sizes and brands of products allocation
in each retail shop, they should be allocated according to
requirement of different districts. For example, since retail
shops in Tsimshatsui area are appealing to the tourists, products
should be:
1. large size, fancy styles and higher price range.
2. of all the brands with the above styles and price range.
3. demonstrated in mini-showroom for advertising and publicity
purposes.
However in more densely populated areas and industrial areas
such as Kwun Tong and Aberdeen, the brand 'Sparkle' would be more
suitable for appealing to the people of the middle/lower level.
The styles selected should be more basic and the sizes should be
small to medium.
Department Store Business
The importance of department store business can be
summarised as follows:
1. a big sales outlet for all consumer products.
2. a good place for promotion and publicity
3. a buying place for consumers from all walks of live.
Therefore besides concentrating on distributing its products
through its own retail shops, sparkle should not miss
establishing sales counters in major department stores, Moreover,
if there is no sales counters found in major department stores,
consumers may think that Sparkle is not a major brand and a
negative feeling will be developed.
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Af ter studying the department stores' business for the major
local fashion manufacturers, several of them are considered the
best in terms of profitability and sales volume. They are Mongkok
Da Da, Mongkok Number One, and Causeway Bay Matsuzakaya.
Therefore Sparle is suggested to concentrate on establishing
sales counters in such department stores. Besides the above
three, Sparkle may consider to approach other major department
store chains for sales counters establishment. Sparkle is also
suggested to open sales counters in the following department
stores in the future because on one hand the sales and profit
figures in these department stores are satisfactory and on the
other hand many other elegant brands of fashions are also with
counters in these department stores.
I. Isetan
2. D a ima ru
3. The Wing On Group
4. Sincere Group
5. Klasse
Two major department store chains that the writer also
strongly suggests Sparkle to open sales counters are:
1. Everybody, Chancellor and their chain
2. Chinese Products Department Stores
The first one is the Everybody store chain. Sparkle is
selling premium fashions in the market. But it cannot be
neglected that all major fashions or jeans distributors are
selling their products in this department store chain. Thus there
should not be any image problem for Sparkle to sell in this
chain.
The second one is the Chinese Products Department Stores.
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The usual customers for these Stores are people of the
lower/middle class. Therefore Sparkle should negotiate setting
counters in these store chains concentrating on distributing
products of the lower range as well as basic styles.
Finally it is more clear to list a table showing suitable
brands for the proposed sales counters.
























As regards oversea Business development, there are several
major markets Sparkle should concentrate its effort on. They are
the Asian, USA, European and Canadian markets. Most update
information regarding the market potential as well as the taste
of different areas can be obtained from the Hong Kong Trade
Development Council. Moreover there are market survey for
whatever business in nearly anywhere in the world which can of no
doubt help Sparkle exploring oversea business in the near future.
relevant information as regards trade restriction, quota, import
tax etc can also be obtained from the HKTDC. Hence, in order to
have fruitful result in developing oversea business, Sparkle
should make fully use of the facilities and information provided
by the HKTDC.
From the statistical research and interviewing results with
the major local fashion manufacturers, it is evident that
Singapore is the biggest fashion importers of Hong Kong made
fashions. Singapore merchants import fashions from Hong Kong and
then re-export them to Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Sri Lanka
and India. Hence Sparkle should establish a sales office in
Singapore, so as to handle South East Asian market. In addition,
Singaporeans are getting fashion conscious, which makes Singapore
have a very high purchasing power.
To open the South East Asian market, Sparkle should
establish a base in Singapore. To do that, it should set up:.-
1. A Singapore branch office.
2. Find a distributor for each country-Malaysia, Australia
Sri Lanka, Thailand, Indonesia and India.
3. Line up sales counters for all major department chains in
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Singapore:
a. Chinese Emporium Pte Limited
b. Emporium Holdings (Singapore) Limited
c. Grand Plaza Departmental Store
d. Isetan Emporium (Singapore) Pte Limited
e. Metro Pte Limited
f. Mohan Department Store
g. Yaohan Pte Limited
Sparkle should line up about 20-30 sales outlets in
Singapore. This will not only be self sufficient to the proposed
Singapore Sparkle office, but also build up a strong image in
Singapore.
4. Establish a permanent showroom for sales promotions and publicity.
5. Arrange fashion road shows in hotels and shopping centres.
6. Organise sales and marketing programs and sales promotion.
USA, European and Canadian markets are more attractive than
the South East Asian market, because they have a higher
purchasing power. Many of the interviewed companies are doing
well in their USA and European markets Such as Texwood and
Yangtzekiang. Most of the local manufacturers are appointing
distributors to handle business in the USA and European markets.
Therefore Sparkle is also recommended to establish sole
distributorships with outstanding consumer distributors in these
markets. Another possible way is to distribute the products by
licensees. However since Sparkle is quite a new brand name in
these markets, much effort should be used to have oversea
promotion as well as oversea publicity in order to build up an
image in such markets. The trade fairs organised by the Hong Kong
Trade Development Council would help definitely. Moreover much
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effort should be put on market survey on the taste and demand of
such markets. Frequent use of the information and research
results of the HKTDC should also be necessary. After knowing the
customers' needs in such markets, it would be much easilier to
have distributors and licensees. To establish its own direct
sales outlets in these markets would be very expensive for
Sparkle. Therefore at this stage Sparkle is recommended to pay




As regards product development, the opinions collected from
questionaires should be taken into consideration. Most of the
customers accepting Sparkle conceived that Sparkle is a brand of
European Style. Therefore Sparkle should consolidate the
existing slogan of European fashions. Now Sparkle has a brand mix
appealing to people of different income levels, with
concentration on the middle/upper class. However as the market
potential for the middle class is the highest, the writer
recommends Sparkle open a complete new line of products for the
lower/middle class consumers. Finally since developing a full
package of fashion and fashion accessories can help building up
and maintaining a brand image in the market, Sparkle is
recommended to develop a full package to consumers such as jeans,
shoes, ties and shorts etc.
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Production Control
The production arm should work in a coordinated way with the
marketing department of Sparkle. The local and oversea demand for
whatever styles, sizes, colors and quantities should be worked
out by the joint effort of the marketing and production
departments. As timing is of paramount importance to the success
of Sparkle's sales, ultimate effort of both marketing and
production departments is expected to meet the production
schedule for every year. Every year production schedule should
be prepared in the beginning for better control on inventories.
The proposed production schedule can be as the following:











As regards sampling, the production department should have
the following responsibilities:-
1. To have a full range of samples of every Product Line
completed in color and size spectrum.
2. To have photographs taken for every style of the products
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which are to be collated with colour swatch of the fabric
for the apparel. A file is to be opened to keep such
information in sequential order.
3. to conduct a preliminary screening of the samples.




The fundamental goal of marketing and merchandising efforts
is to sell more merchandise through the retailers and into the
hands of individual consumers. To do this, consumers must first
be aware of the merchandise and then develop a buying interest
motivated by a, favorable product or brand image. For apparel
marketing, it has long been considered in a class by itself.
Consumer acceptance of alternative fashions, style and materials
often seem unpredictable. Design and manufacturing decisions,
typically, are made a year or more in advance of actual sales.
Problems in pricing, actual demand as well as unanticipated
shifts in fashion will occur frequently. Therefore, decisions in
the apparel industry involve a lead time and high risk. Paying
special emphasis on market reasearch have been proved useful in
reducing potential loss. Therefore, every member in the apparel
industry is recommended to frequently use more advance market
research methods, such as Life Style Segmentation and Logistic
Segmentation, for product testing, brand awareness testing and
attitudes and usages studies etc.
In conclusion, the market potential for the jean/fashion
industry in Hong Kong is very great for both local business as
well as oversea business. However because of the keen competition
as well as the intrinsic difficuties in apparel marketing,
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Sparkle should pay special attention to its brand image,
marketing efforts as well as production efforts. That is to say,
Sparkle should produce products actually wanted by the markets.
APPENDIX I
GUIDELINES FOR INTERVIEWS
The following questions are guidelines for interviewing the
marketing people of the fashion manufacturers.
1. How long has your company been manufacturing jeans/fashions in
Hong Kong?
2. Could you give a brief account on your product segmentation as
well as your brand diversification?
3. If possible, could you tell me something concerning your
distribution policy?
4. Which brands in the market are considered as your major
competitors.
5. Does your company have any oversea business? If yes, what are
your major oversea markets? How is your products distributed
in the oversea markets?
6. What are the retail outlets in Hong Kong? Which kind of outlet
is considered as the most effective one?
7. Does your company have any sales counters in department stores?
If yes, could you tell me the sales volumes and profitabilty in
the respective department store counters?
8. What is your criteria in selecting suitable department stores
for setting up sales counters?
9. Do you have retail shops of your own? If yes, compare the sales
volume and profitability with other sales outlets.
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10. What are the target markets for your products?
11. What kinds of advertisements does your company currently use?
Are they effective in reaching the intended target markets?
What is the budget for this year?
12. Besides advertising, what other business promotion does your
company currently use?
13. Is the advertising and promotion communicating the desired
image?
14. What is your pricing strategy?
15. What is the budget for promotional activities this year?
16. As regards manufacturing policy, which policy does your
company currently practise?
a. fashion creation b. fashion following
The following questions are guidelines for interviewing
jeans/fashions retailers.
1. How many brands of products does your shop sell at present?
2. Which brand is the best seller?
3. Which kind of product is the best seller?
4. What is your criteria in selecting your products and brand mix?
5. What is your pricing strategy?
6. What is your target market?
7. Does your shop carry any promotional activities?
8. What is strategy on fashion display and window dressing?
APPENDIX II
QUE STIONAIRE
The following questionaire is prepared for testing brand






Pos t-secondary2 Education: Self Study
UniversityPrimary School
Graduate School or higherMiddle School
3 Occupation:_






5 Have you ever heard of a brand of fashion called 'Sparkle'?
NoYes









7 In talking about the style of 'Sparkle', what kind of





8 In talking about the variety of 'Sparkle', what kind
feelings would you have?
LowHigh Medium
9 In talking about the price of 'Sparkle', what kind c
feelings would you have?
LowMediumHigh
10 In talking about the advertising and promotion programs,
are they convincing, that is, are they persuading you to
take an interest in buying?
NoYes
11 Where do you buy your jeans /fashion most often?
Jean/fashion Shops
Retail Shop of Fashion Manufacturers or Distributors_
Sales Counters in Department Stores
Hawker Stores
12 Which department store do you visit most often?





More than one month







15 Which brand's advertising or promotion programs are most
appealing to you?
1hy?
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